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Abstract
Sensors capable to operate with liquid phases are the key-point for the development of bio-chemical lab-ion-chip devices. 
In this work, we  present  the design and manufacture of Love wave sensors equipped with a liquid cell, at the wafer scale 
level, to allow for operation  with liquid media. The Love wave sensors are fabricated on AT-cut quartz plates (IEEE Std-
176  notation  (YXlt)/36°/90°)  and  passivated  by  a  2.5  µm thick  silica  over layer.  The  fabrication  process  using the 
celebrated SU-8 epoxy-based photoresist combined with silicon or quartz machined covers  is presented, revealing robust 
enough for ensuring a reproducible sensor fabrication and packaging .  These devices then are  used to selectively detect 
in-suspension gold nano-particules by a specific guiding layer chemical activation. Results are reported emphasizing the 
efficiency of the proposed approach. 
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1. Introduction
Quartz crystal microbalance (QCM) based techniques have been developed for years to address various kinds of 
biochemical analyses in liquid media. An alternative to this approach based on guided acoustic shear waves, the so-
called Love wave devices, has been proved to allow for increasing gravimetric sensitivity. However, this approach 
reveals more complicated to implement as the surface on which reactions are achieved is the same as the one used 
for  electrical  connection.  As  a  consequence,  a  microfluidic  set-up  must  be  implemented  to  prevent  unwanted 
interactions between the corresponding areas (IDTs and propagation path). The main issue when using SAW Sensors 
for in-liquid biochemical analyses [1-4], especially in a commercial objective, is the development of a reliable and 
reproducible fluidic system [5] meeting the main following  requirements: i) low acoustic  leakage. ii) chemically 
inert to biological samples. iii) reproducible fabrication at the wafer scale level.
In the present work we explore the use of the SU-8 epoxy-based photoresist combined with silicon or quartz 
machined covers for the fabrication of this fluidic circuit. A first structure is fabricated using deep etch lithography, 
the cover is then glued to the remaining SU-8 structure using a thin glue layer. The packaging system prevents 
covering the IDTs with liquids and deﬁnes the sensing area in the region in-between the IDTs. Once the fabrication 
achieved, we evaluate the velocity and propagation loss using a network analyzer to measure the influence of the 
proposed packaging approaches on the principal wave characteristics.
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2. Structure Description of the Love-wave-based microbalance
Love-wave devices  consist  in  delay  lines  built  on (AT,Z) cut  of  quartz.  The wave guidance is  achieved by 
depositing a 2.5 µm thick silica layer atop an AT-cut plate of quartz. The Love wave is excited and detected using 
IDTs composed of 50 pairs of 4-finger-per wavelength electrodes made of 200 nm thick Aluminum. The grating 
period is 10 µm, i.e. a wavelength close to 40 µm, yielding a frequency operation in the vicinity of 125 MHz. A 3.2 
mm long cavity is achieved in between the two delay line IDTs, corresponding to the location where biochemical 
reactions are assumed to take place (the so-called sensing area) and the acoustic aperture is 3.5 mm. Figure (1-a) 
shows a scheme of the delay line and fig.(1-b) shows a photo of the dual (differential) delay line and fig.(1-c) shows 
the typical response of a Silica based Love-wave delay line. The insertion loss is observed near 22 dB.  
Fig. 1. (a) Scheme of a Love-wave based delay line; (b) Photo of the dual delay line device; (c) Transfer function of delay line exploiting Silica 
guiding overlays
3. Microfluidic Packaging
One important challenge for the development of biosensor consists in their packaging. Liquids used for bio-
sensing experiments lead to an attenuation of the acoustic signal while in contact with the IDTs. In order to solve 
this  problem,  we  propose  the  fabrication  of  a  liquid  cell  isolating  the  sensing  area  and  the  IDTs  along  tow 
technological approaches. For the first solution, The SU-8 based liquid cell is patterned atop the SiO2 guiding layer. 
For the second solution, the SAW sensors and the silicon or quartz covers are manufactured separately, and then 
glued  together  atop  the  SAW  devices  using  a  thin  SU-8  film  deposited  on  the  cover  plate.  For  the  two 
configurations, two principal aspects have been considered for the design of the liquid cell. First, we have selected 
an open well configuration for an easy access of the sensing area. Second, the packaging must cover the smallest 
length on the acoustic path to minimize acoustic attenuations and the best liquid tightness confinement. In order to 
obtain the minimum acoustic attenuation and the best  liquid tightness,  several wall  widths have been tested to 
evaluate the influence of this parameter on the attenuation of the acoustic wave.
3.1. SU-8 liquid cell
We present now the basic steps of the SU-8-based technology developed here for the fabrication of the liquid cell. 
The SU-8 2075 resist from Microchem Corp. (MA, USA) has been used, allowing for the fabrication of structures 
up to 120µm thick. Prior to resist coating, the quartz wafer with SAW sensors must be dehydrated at 200 ºC for 30 
minutes (fig.2.A-a) in order to increase the adhesion of the SU-8 [6]. The SU-8 then is spin coated and soft-baked 
(fig.2.A-b). After that, The SU-8 patterns  are obtained by soft contact lithography (Fig.2.A-c), this step  being 
followed by a post-bake (fig.2.A-d). Finally, the walls are obtained by dissolving the unexposed epoxy in propylene 
glycol monomethyl ether acetate (PGMEA). Figure (2-A) summarizes this fabrication process, whereas fig. (2-B) 
presents a scanning electron microscope (SAM) image of the final SAW sensor equipped with its SU-8 based liquid 
cell and fig. (2-C) shows the effect of the presence of thick photo-resist walls on the acoustic path.
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Fig. 2. (A) SU8 walls fabrication steps; (B) SEM image of the SAW device coated with a patterned thick SU8; (C) Evolution of the insertion loss 
versus the width of the walls deposited on the acoustic path.
According to the curves present in 2-C, we find out that the acoustic wave is significantly affected by the presence 
of the SU-8 walls and the insertion loss increases when increasing its width and also we increase the acoustic wave 
reflection.
3.2. Quartz and silicon liquid cell fabrication    
The techniques and the processes employed in the fabrication of the covers using silicon and quartz substrates are 
shown schematically in fig.3 with the obtained results : silicon etched cover  in fig. 3-(a,b) and the same structure in 
quartz in 3-(c,d). For the first solution, we used a 2-step Deep Reactive-Ion Etching (DRIE) technique to process our 
two cavities, one to protect the IDTs (1st step) and the other to give access to the sensing area (2nd step). In that 
purpose, we use two protection layers : first a thermal oxyde layer and second a SPR 7.0 photoresist. For the quartz-
based approach, we used a wet etching technique using Buffered Hydrofluoric Acid (BHF) in order to process our 
two cavities using metal (Cr/Au) protection layer. The chosen cut is the ZX (1°50) (usually exploited for anisotropic 
etch process). 
Fig. 3. (a, c) Silicon & quartz cover fabrication process; (b, d) SEM image of the silicon & quartz cover.
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3.3 Packaging the SAW sensors
   Following the fabrication step of the SAW sensors and the silicon or quartz covers, we glued the cover plate on 
the SAW devices using a thin SU-8 film deposited on the cover plate. The step of gluing of two wafers is carried out 
after a phase of alignment.  This step is  followed by a compression phase of both wafers using an EVG wafer 
bonding machine. During this stage, we apply a pressure of 75 N on the two wafers while increasing the temperature 
from 60° to 95°. After 4 hours of  bonding, the wafer must be diced to release each sensor with its cover. Figure  (4-
a) presents a SAM image of the final SAW sensor equipped with its quartz cover and (4-b,c) shows the evolution of 
the insertion loss versus the width of the walls (silicon (b) quartz (c) ) deposited on the acoustic path.
 Fig. 4. (a) SEM image of the SAW sensor with quartz cover; (b-c) Evolution of the insertion loss versus the width of the walls quartz (b) & 
silicon (c) deposited on the acoustic path.
According to the curves presented in fig. 4-b-c, we note that the acoustic wave is significantly affected by the 
presence of the silicon cover or quartz cover and the insertion loss increases when increasing the width of the 
covers.  Like  SU-8 walls,  the  quartz  wall  and the silicon wall  also  generate  acoustic  reflections  (as  one  could 
expected), on the other hand the SU-8 walls generate less insertion losses than the cover combined with the SU-8 
glue for the same width.
4. Conclusion 
Two technological approaches for packaging SAW sensors have been developed and presented in this paper. They 
are both compatible with wafer-level batch processes and yield  acceptable acoustic losses considering a delay line 
configuration on quartz. They finally exhibit a liquid tightness compatible with long chemical reaction process (4 
hours or even more). 
As a conclusion and in order to demonstrate that the acoustic device can be used as chemical sensor, the devices 
were reported to detect the different concentrations of in-suspension gold nano-particules (commercial solution of 
streptavidin-gold). This validation has been presented in IEEE International Frequency Control Symposium, 2009 at 
Besançon French. 
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